In this paper, we present the algorithm for the simulation of a single bubble rising in a stagnant liquid using Euler-Lagrangian (EL) approach. The continuous liquid phase is modeled using BGK approximation of lattice Boltzmann method (LBM), and a Lagrangian particle tracking (LPT) approach has been used to model the dispersed gas (bubble) phase. A two-way coupling scheme is implemented for the interface interaction between two phases. The simulation results are compared with the theoretical and experimental data reported in the literature and it was found that the presented modeling technique is in good agreement with the theoretical and experimental data for the relative and terminal velocity of a bubble. We also performed the grid independence test for the current model and the results show that the grid size does not affect the rationality of the results. The stability test has been done by finding the relative velocity of a bubble as a function of time for the different value of dimensionless relaxation frequency. The present study is relevant for understanding the bubble-fluid interaction module and helps to develop the accurate numerical model for bioreactor simulation.
Introduction
Bubble column reactors are widely encountered in chemical, biological and pharmaceutical industry. The motion of dispersed air bubble in its process has been the focus of research for a long time [1] . In the past few decades, a number of experimental investigations [2, 3, 4] have been performed to understand the basic underlying physics and its hydrodynamics [5] . Based on the empirical relations obtained from experiments, researchers developed various numerical models or computational fluid dynamics (CFD) techniques for this multiphase problem. These models are categorized based on their treatment of dispersed (gas) phase into continuous (liquid) phase [6] as follows:
• Euler-Euler (EE) model also referred as two-fluid model, where both the dispersed (gas bubble) and continuous (liquid) phase are treated as interpenetrating continua, and interaction between the two phases are modeled using the phase interaction terms that appear in the conservation equations, describes the dynamics of the system [7] ,
• Euler-Lagrangian (EL) model, in which the liquid phase is modeled in eulerian cell, while the dispersed gas bubble is treated as Lagrangian marker. The motion of bubbles is governed by the Newton's law of motion. The Euler-Lagrangian approach requires closure relations for the forces between two-phases, which can be obtained from the experimental correlations or from simulations with higher level of details (e.g volumeof-fluid (VOF) or front-tracking (FT) method) [8] .
This work is focused on the Eulerian-Lagrangian (EL) approach to simulate the dispersed gas-liquid flow problem. Although a version of this approach has already been reported in the literature, the present study uses the BGK scheme of lattice Boltzmann method (LBM) to model the continuous liquid phase in a Eulerian frame of reference and the motion of dispersed gas bubble is computed using Lagrangian particle tracking (LPT) approach. The two-way coupling for momentum transfer between the phases is achieved with the cheap-clipped 2 polynomial mapping function proposed by [9] .
In recent decades, lattice Boltzmann Method (LBM) has emerged as a powerful numerical tool to simulate multiphase flows. The method based on the molecular kinetic theory shows numerous advantages over conventional computational fluid dynamics (CFD) method. The method has been proven to be an efficient algorithm for the simulation of complex boundary problems, and due to explicit nature, it is easily parallelizable [10] . The interested reader is referred to [11, 12, 13, 14] for more information about the various multiphase models of lattice Boltzmann method (LBM).
This paper is organized in the following manner: The methodology to simulate dispersed gas-liquid flow is reported in section 2, which describes the governing equations for bubble and liquid phase hydrodynamics in its subsequent subsection. In section 3, the test flow problem is described along with geometry and simulation parameters, the coupling between two phases and boundaryconditions. The results are discussed in section 4. Section 5 provides the summary of the work and concludes the paper.
Methodology
In this study, an air bubble is released in a 3D rectangular column tank filled with stagnant water. The transient, three-dimensional Euler-Lagrange model is used to simulate this multiphase problem. The model consists of two processes: the first process includes the bubble motion and the second part describes the liquid velocity fluctuations. The EL model requires constitutive equations to couple two processes through the forces acting between a bubble and liquid [15] .
The interaction between the dispersed (gas) phase and continuous (liquid) phase can be modeled with the two-way coupling approach.
Bubble dynamics
The air bubble in a stagnant water tank is treated as a point-volume particle with constant mass [8] , the motion of bubble is computed from the Newton ′ s 3 second law of motion:
where u b , m b , and F b are the velocity, mass and total force acting on the bubble respectively. The net force acting on bubble is composed of several external forces i.e. buoyancy force F B , stress gradient force
lift force F L and virtual mass force F VM gives:
An expression to compute these forces is given in Table 1 . 
where the Eotvos number, E o and Reynolds number, R e can be calculated as follows [15] :
where, ρ l , ρ b , u b and u l represent the liquid density, air-bubble density, bubble velocity and liquid velocity respectively. Due to these forces acting on bubble, it start accelerating. The bubble velocity at next time step can be computed using the expression below:
where, ∆t b is the time step for dispersed air bubble calculation.
Liquid phase hydrodynamics: LBGK model
The continuous fluid in this gas-liquid flow is discritized using nineteen veloc- parameter without a forcing term can be written as [17] :
where f is the probability density distribution function (PDDF). The equilibrium probability density distribution function can be computed as [18] :
For the D 3 Q 19 model the discrete velocity vectors c j , and the corresponding weighted function w j can be expressed as [19] :
e(±1, ±1, 0), e(±1, 0, ±1), e(0, ±1, ±1), j = 7, . . . , 18
where the lattice speed e = ∆x ∆t l
, and ∆x and ∆t l are the respective lattice size and the time step for the calculation of continuous liquid phase. The dimensionless relaxation time parameter τ is related to the kinematic viscosity that fixes the rate of approach to equilibrium given by [20] :
where, ω is the dimensionless relaxation frequency.
The macroscopic variables such as density per node and momentum density are computed from the real-valued PDDF by [18] :
This density and momentum density satisfy the traditional pressure-based solver (i.e. Navier-Stokes solver) for incompressible flow explained by using the ChapmanEnskog expansion [21] .
When an external force is applied in the computational cell, the LBE equation can be defined as [22] :
The corresponding discrete force distribution function can be given by the following relation [23] :
where F is the external force on the liquid phase.
The numerical technqiue to solve the LBE equation with an external force term is as follows [17] :
6 First-forcing step:
Collision step:
Second-forcing step:
Streaming step:
Numerical Modelling

Geometry and simulation parameters
In this study, a three-dimensional (3D) rectangular bubble column with dimension 0.15 m × 0.15 m × 1 m is considered for the simulation. The water is filled up to the height of 0.45 m. Initially, a spherical air-bubble of diameter 4 mm is released in water. It was assumed that the bubble remains spherical throughout the simulation [8] .
The aspect ratio (a r ) between the cell size ∆x and bubble diameter d b was chosen to be 1.25 as given by [24] :
The conversion of the physical unit to lattice unit is shown in Appendix A. Simulation conditions for the rising of a single bubble in a stagnant liquid are given in Table 2 . The physical properties for the continuous (water) and dispersed (air-bubble) phase used in this simulation are given in Table 3 . Table 3 : Physical properties of dispersed air bubble and continuous liquid phase [9] Phase Property Unit Value
Continuous phase (water)
Surface tension (σ) N/m 0.073
Interphase coupling
A two-way coupling between the continuous and dispersed phase is done by the cheap clipped fourth-order polynomial mapping function. The mapping function was introduced by [9] , which translates the influence of Eulerian quantities on Lagrangian position and vice-versa. The mapping function should satisfy the following criteria given below [25] :
• It should be a smooth function, i.e. the first derivation should be continuous.
• It should have an absolute maximum around the position where the variable is transferred.
• For practical reasons, it should have a finite domain. At the boundaries of the domain, the function should be zero.
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• The integral of the function over the entire domain should equal unity.
The mapping function for this two-phase coupling is given as [9, 15] :
where x b is the position vector of gas bubble and n = 1.5d b is the width of the mapping window. For the three-dimensional (3D) domain, the influence of eulerian quantities (i.e. velocity, vorticity) on bubble position is evaluated using the given relation [9] :
where,
• Ψ defines the influenced eulerian quantites at bubble position • σ be the corresponding eulerian quantity Similarly, the influence of lagrangian quantity on the liquid computational cell j is calculated using the formula:
where, ψ b is the reaction of the momentum transfer exerted on the bubble, i.e. 
LOOP Process
1: for i = 1 to t do
2:
Tracked bubble position in the domain and select the nearest eulerian node which interact with bubble.
3:
Forward coupling: mapping of eulerian (liquid) quantities on lagrangian (air-bubble) position, i.e. velocity, vorticity:
Net force on bubble: calculate total force acting on bubble i.e. buoyancy, stress gradient, drag, lift and virtual mass using:
Update bubble velocity and postion: The velocity and position of bubble can be updated using:
Backward coupling: Mapped the reaction force calulated from the updated lagrangian (i.e. bubble) velocity on the eulerian (liquid) cell using:
Discrete force distribution function: The reaction force that mapped on eulerian node from lagrangian frame is defined in the discrete form as:
Equilibrium, PDDF: The equilibrium, PDDF can be calculated as:
perform first forcing step, collision step, second forcing step and streaming step on eulerian computational cell given in section 2 .2 , provide boundary-conditions and update macroscopic properties for liquid i.e.
velocity, momentum density 10: if bubble reaches top layer of fluid then 
Boundary-conditions
A no-slip boundary condition based on non-equilibrium half-way bounceback condition given by [26] are applied to every side of the computational domain except for the top boundary of the domain where a free-slip boundary condition is applied [8] . Algorithm 1 explains the detailed procedure for simulating the dispersed gas-liquid flows using LBGK-LPT model.
Results and Discussion
Validation test
In this section, simulation results of a single bubble rising in a 3D rectangular liquid column using LBGK-LPT approach are compared with theoretical and available experimental data in the literature. The relative velocity of bubble motion at different time instant can be calculated theroretically using the expression below:
where v r be the velocity of bubble motion relative to the velocity of the liquid phase.
The terminal velocity of the bubble is calculated theoretically using the force balance equation. A bubble rising in a quiescent liquid attains a constant velocity when the net gravity force will be equal to the drag force on the bubble.
The force balance equation can be defined as:
where, v T represent the terminal velocity of bubble. Solving Eq. (23) gives an expression for terminal velocity:
The results are also validated for terminal velocity at a different case of bubble diameter with Mendelson equation given by [27] . The equation was given as [28] :
The comparison of simulated, theoretical and experimental terminal velocity at a different case of bubble diameter shown in Table 4 . The experimental data were extracted for the case of bubble rising in pure water from [2] using the g3data software. 
Grid independence test
As grid size depends on aspect ratio (from eq. (17)), the different aspect ratio was chosen to investigate grid independence test for different cases of bubble diameter. Table 5 , shows the grid size at varying aspect ratio for three different cases of bubble diameter (i.e. 4 mm, 8 mm, and 10 mm) and the predicted terminal velocity from simulation for these cases are shown in Table 6 . 
Stability test
The different range of dimensionless relaxation frequency (ω) of LBGK model is applied for investigating the maximum value up to which the solution is stable. For the current study of dispersed gas-liquid flow, the predicted maximum allowed collision frequency for a stable solution is shown in Fig.5 . (9)).
Concluding Remarks
A modeling technique to simulate the benchmark problem of dispersed gasliquid flow (i.e. single bubble rising in a stagnant liquid) using EL approach has 
